The information contained in the Hot Sheet comes from law enforcement agencies. The Bureau of Motor Vehicles does not submit information due to the Driver Privacy Protection Act. The information contained in the Hot Sheet is also based on arrests, not convictions.

**THE WORST**

**Ottawa Police Dept.** Lt. Mike Schroth arrested James R. Spangler, 56, for his **FOURTEENTH OVI** offense on 08/27/06. He was stopped for weaving and driving significantly slow. He tested .249 BAC.

**Sandusky Post** Sgt. Travis Hughes arrested Randy Hammons, 44, for his **FOURTEENTH OVI** offense on 08/11/06.

**Allen Co. Sheriff’s Office** Deputy William Joseph arrested Matthew J. Krendl, 43, for his **ELEVENTH OVI** offense on 08/19/06. He was found passed out behind the steering wheel, in the middle of the roadway.

**Ashtabula Post** Tpr. Byron Chute arrested Scott A. Crookes, 47, for his **TENTH OVI** offense on 08/13/06.

**Columbus Police Dept.** Officer Phillip Thomas and Officer Krichbaum arrested Drake R. Lewton, 48, for his **TENTH OVI** offense on 08/15/06.

**Morrow Co. Sheriff’s Office** Deputy Steven Fox arrested Calvin R. Walters, 47, for his **SIXTH OVI** offense on 08/08/06. This arrest was the result of a citizen’s complaint.

---

**Program-to-Date Totals**

August 1, 1991 through August 31, 2006

- 18,291 arrests of habitual offenders (five or more convictions)
- 29,811 calls were placed to 1-800-GRAB-DUI
Ashtabula Police Dept. Patrolman Blaney arrested Sam S. Ramey, 49, for his FIFTH OVI offense on 08/20/06. He was stopped for driving with two flat tires. This arrest was the result of several citizens' complaints. He tested .228 BAC.

Barberton Police Dept. Patrolman James Dawson arrested Jerry A. Roberts, 61, for his SIXTH OVI offense on 08/22/06. He was stopped for speeding. He tested .125 BAC.

Bucyrus Police Dept. Lt. N.L. Assenheimer arrested Brian E. Wilson, 36, for his SEVENTH OVI offense on 08/11/06. He was stopped for driving without headlights.

Defiance Post Tpr. Adam Szuter arrested Loraine B. Boetz, 49, for her NINTH OVI offense on 08/18/06.

Findlay Police Dept. Patrolman David Clapin arrested Ted E. Heckerman, 51, for his SIXTH OVI offense on 08/26/06. He was found passed out behind the wheel of his vehicle.

Gahanna Police Dept. Sgt. Ethan Moffitt arrested Timothy J. Troesch, 40, for his SIXTH OVI offense on 08/01/06. He was stopped for driving the wrong way down a one-way street, after he fled the scene of a crash. He tested .213 BAC.

Goshen Twp. Police Dept. Cpl. Ron Robinson arrested Pamela S. Naber, 46, for her FIFTH OVI offense on 08/02/06. She was stopped for a marked lanes violation. Robinson also arrested John J. Conway, 46, for his SIXTH OVI offense on 08/15/06. He was stopped for speeding and a marked lanes violation.

Goshen Twp. Police Dept. Cpl. Mike Golec arrested Timothy J. Davis, 47, for his SIXTH OVI offense on 08/02/06. He was stopped for driving erratically and almost causing a crash.

Kenton Police Dept. Patrolman Daniel Foulk arrested Thomas E. Reid, 44, for his NINTH OVI offense on 08/30/06.

Rossford Police Dept. Sgt. Todd Kitzler arrested William R. Hall, 52, for his SEVENTH OVI offense on 08/29/06. He was stopped for driving with an expired registration. He tested .159 BAC.

Sandusky Police Dept. Officer R. Bess arrested Spencer H. Brown Sr., 25, for his FIFTH OVI offense on 08/17/06.

Wadsworth Police Dept. Officer Andrew Blubaugh arrested Michelle Dressler, 39, for her FIFTH OVI offense on 08/25/06. She was stopped for weaving.

Ashland Post Tpr. Jeffrey Lauper arrested Phillip A Berry, 43, for his SIXTH OVI offense on 08/13/06.

Ashtabula Post Tpr. Michael Trader arrested Ricky J. Yeager, 46, for his FIFTH OVI offense on 08/19/06.

Ashtabula Post Tpr. Daniel Jesse arrested Eric E. Wludyga, 44, for his EIGHTH OVI offense on 08/26/06.

Ashtabula Post Tpr. Jason Hayes arrested Lester Jones, Jr., 65, for his SIXTH OVI offense on 08/27/06.
Athens Post Tpr. Timothy Gossett arrested Ernest R. Kirk, 50, for his EIGHTH OVI offense on 08/29/06.

Athens Post Sgt. Max Norris arrested Brian S. Balch, 31, for his FIFTH OVI offense on 08/11/06.

Chardon Post Tpr. Daniel Kumor arrested Brett A. Blackett, 40, for his SEVENTH OVI offense on 08/18/06. He was stopped for driving left-of-center.

Chillicothe Post Tpr. Jeffrey Moorhead arrested Jackson L. Hambrick, 43, for his SEVENTH OVI offense on 08/01/06.

Chillicothe Post Tpr. Rachel Mizer arrested Richard L. Brushart, Jr., 38, for his SIXTH OVI offense on 08/06/06.

Circleville Post Tpr. Rustun Schack arrested Alfred C. Moore, 39, for his FIFTH OVI offense on 08/22/06.

Circleville Post Tpr. Misty Waller arrested Christopher L. Ford, 34, for his FIFTH OVI offense on 08/22/06.

Dayton Post Tpr. Kristin Welk arrested Stephen J. Stoffregen, 47, for his NINTH OVI offense on 08/08/06.

Defiance Post Tpr. Raul Cuellar arrested Tommy R. Crane, II, 37, for his FIFTH OVI offense on 08/11/06.

Fremont Post Tpr. Michael Walter arrested Dale J. Fetro, 35, for his FIFTH OVI offense on 08/13/06.

Fremont Post Tpr. Hector Burgos arrested David W. Pesnell, 42, for his SIXTH OVI offense on 08/20/06.

Gallipolis Post Tpr. Rebecca Sexton arrested Kurtiss L. Groves, 29, for his EIGHTH OVI offense on 08/07/06.

Granville Post Tpr. Rusty Lanning arrested Mark J. Welsh, 47, for his SIXTH OVI offense on 08/25/06. He was stopped for speeding.

Granville Post Tpr. Rodney Hart arrested William O. Guyer Jr., 37, for his FIFTH OVI offense on 08/05/06. He was involved in an injury crash.

Jackson Post Tpr. Christopher Kelley arrested John R. Goheen, 45, for his SEVENTH OVI offense on 08/02/06.

Jackson Post Tpr. Michael Roe arrested Russell R. Canter, 44, for his NINTH OVI offense on 08/24/06.

Jackson Post Tpr. Heath Shaner arrested Scott A. Zornes, 44, for his NINTH OVI offense on 08/28/06.

Mt. Gilead Post Tpr. Scott Wolford arrested William G. Tomazic, 47, for his EIGHTH OVI offense on 08/05/06.

Mt. Gilead Post Tpr. Coby Holloway arrested Ralph C. Merz Jr., 55, for his SEVENTH OVI offense on 08/07/06.

New Philadelphia Post Tpr. Roy Beach arrested Charles E. Eichel Jr., 36, for his FIFTH OVI offense on 08/12/06. He was stopped for driving left-of-center.

Portsmouth Post Tpr. David Richendollar arrested William M. Riley, 42, for his NINTH OVI offense on 08/16/06. Richendollar also arrested Jerry Howard, 61, for his FIFTH OVI offense on 08/22/06.

Portsmouth Post Sgt. John Howard arrested Brian C. Nagle, 31, for his EIGHTH OVI offense on 08/24/06.

Portsmouth Post Tpr. Bryan Conley arrested Clarence M. Bortkins, 34, for his FIFTH OVI offense on 08/13/06.
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Ravenna Post Tpr. Charles Mendenhall arrested James H. Arbogast, 50, for his SIXTH OVI offense on 08/11/06.

Ravenna Post Sgt. Brian Holt arrested Michael A. Snodgrass, 30, for his FIFTH OVI offense on 08/04/06.

Sandusky Post Tpr. Christopher Capizzi arrested Keenan J. Pate, 32, for his FIFTH OVI offense on 08/09/06.

Sandusky Post Tpr. Shawn Whiley arrested Walter J. Bodi, 44, for his EIGHTH OVI offense on 08/24/06.

Springfield Post Tpr. Jason Hodge arrested Ronald L. Jones, 48, for his SIXTH OVI offense on 08/17/06.

Toledo Post Tpr. Steven Powell arrested Timothy E. Muir, 22, for his FIFTH OVI offense on 08/13/06. Powell also arrested Raymond F. Plott, 39, for his FIFTH OVI offense on 08/29/06.

Toledo Post Tpr. Justin Bryant arrested William J. Whitten, 35, for his EIGHTH OVI offense on 08/12/06.

Van Wert Post Tpr. Shawn Bowers arrested David M. Peckinpaugh, 45, for his NINTH OVI offense on 08/23/06.

Walbridge Post Tpr. Chris Anderson arrested Robert A. Haney, 51, for his SEVENTH OVI offense on 08/22/06.

Wapakoneta Post Tpr. Matthew Schmenk arrested Kenneth J. Marshal, 48, for his FIFTH OVI offense on 08/13/06. He was stopped for a marked lanes violation. He tested .158 BAC.

Wilmington Post Tpr. Nicholas Lewis arrested Kenny R. Kier, 39, for his SIXTH OVI offense on 08/10/06.

Wilmington Post Tpr. Jeffrey Coomer arrested Kent A. Seiter, 44, for his FIFTH OVI offense on 08/27/06.

Zanesville Post Tpr. Troy Hale arrested Lewis A. Burckholter, 47, for his NINTH OVI offense on 08/25/06.

In order to process your HOT SHEET Report Form, please either print legibly or type. It is difficult to process some reports because they smear in the faxing process. Thank you!

If anyone has photos from sobriety checkpoints or other alcohol-related programs, please send them, along with a small explanation, to:
Michele DeGraffinreed
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1970 W. Broad St.
Columbus, OH 43223
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